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From the President
By Jim Carruthers
The first few months of my occupying
the exalted position of your President have
been busy and exciting. While the Branch
normally goes dormant following our May
AGM we extended our speakers‟ nights to
include a June meeting, then followed with
monthly Board meetings throughout the
summer to discuss and implement decisions
taken at our May meeting.
NATIONAL MEETINGS
At our May AGM the membership
overwhelmingly approved five motions which
I was asked to table at the June National
meetings at Niagara-on-the-Lake. The
motions were:
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The Ottawa Branch moves that any
additional funding required to support
expansion and repositioning of the
NOAC be obtained by fundraising
instead of raising member dues.
Further that Corporate and Patron
membership classes be established.
The Ottawa Branch moves that NOAC,
on a national basis, summarize the
extent of its financial support of the
naval-affiliated groups by all Branches
and consider whether this is money
well spent.
The Ottawa Branch moves that NOAC
National identify all scholarships
currently supported by NOAC
[nationwide and branches] and that it
take steps to redirect funding to the
Royal Canadian Sea Cadets Education
Fund.
In light of the revised basis of
Association membership and with a
view to expanding both the
membership and the appeal to the
public the Ottawa Branch moves that
the name of the Association be
changed to the Naval Association of
Canada.



The Ottawa Branch moves that NOAC
establish a Member Support
organization nationally.

As you know the National meetings ran
from the Executive Committee meeting
Wednesday 8 June 11, through the Board
meeting on Thursday, conference on Friday,
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AGM and dinner on Saturday with a close
out on Sunday. Four Ottawa Branch
members were present for most of the
functions including Ken Lait as the National
ED, Denny Boyle to speak on the Member
Support motion, Richard Archer as incoming
Naval Affairs Director and myself.
The five motions put forward by our
Branch were well received. Denny's ideas
regarding member support enjoyed strong
support and Denny was appointed as
National Coordinator. The motion on
changing the name of the Association
engendered the most discussion as you no
doubt expected it would. The motion was
approved subject to Branch approval. A letter
was sent to all Branches outlining what had
transpired at the meeting and asking they
discuss the name change in their branches
and be prepared to vote on a National name
change by mid-October. This vote took place
on Tuesday 11 October with a strong
majority voting in favour (as a Branch, we
voted at the Branch AGM in May to change
our name and we are now known as „Naval
Association of Canada - Ottawa‟).
Ottawa Branch members elected to
National positions were:




Jim Carruthers as Vice-President
Denny Boyle as National Coordinator
of Member Services, and
Richard Archer as Director Naval
Affairs.

SUMMER PROGRESS
Your Board has worked diligently
throughout the summer to discuss and,
where possible, put in place policies and
programs in the areas of our National 2012
Conference, member recruitment, social
events, admission of a wider range of
members, policy for admission of corporate
members, initial planning on how we might
cooperate with other naval oriented
organizations and last but perhaps most
importantly naval affairs. Papers have been
written and hundreds of emails exchanged
between Board members and other branches
as we worked through these issues.
Tom DeWolf is in charge of the Ottawa
Branch‟s 2012 National meetings
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organization, and I can report that good
progress is being made. Stay tuned. Jay
Plante has acted quickly and with great
success to revamp our Spring and Fall
Receptions, which he reports on in this
issue. Richard Gimblett our Membership
Director has also reported to the Board on
the significant membership progress over the
summer, in the order of some 20 new
persons. Richard Archer as National Director
of Naval Affairs is coordinating development
of a national approach to advocacy and will
be reporting on progress at a later date.
Denny Boyle has actioned several member
support requirements through the summer
and will be meeting with the Legion in the
next week or so to coordinate his efforts with
those of other national groups. Good work
all!
An immediate effect of the changes we
have made was evidenced by the RCN senior
folk present at our Fall Reception on 28th
September. As noted above, we have also had
the largest surge in new members ever - new
members range from a retired Admiral to a
former AB [who these days is a distinguished
lawyer] including a serving Chief Petty Officer
and a retired Chief Petty Officer; importantly
many of the new One-Year Honorary
members (recently retired serving officers)
have commented that their willingness to
join is motivated by the “democratizing” of
the Association by dropping of the “Officer”
label, which they saw as excluding many
potential contributors. We have also enjoyed
an influx of new “out-of-town” members from
the Regina Branch, which unfortunately had
closed earlier this year, leaving their
members “homeless”. As agreed at the
National AGM, any such persons without a
local branch could seek Branch membership
with us in Ottawa. The local hi-tech
company DRS Technologies has become the
first corporate member and is supporting a
remake of both the National and Branch
websites scheduled to go live in November.
These new members not only increase our
numbers but enhance our association with
their wide experience and dedication to our
cause.
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CORPORATE MEMBERSHIPS
In the case of corporate memberships we
have adopted the following approach:












We offer prospective members speakers,
engagement, access, recognition,
sponsorship, awareness, ability to field
white papers,... all of course within the
context of our Association principles and
controlled by the Branch Board
We charge $2,500 per year per
corporation.
Each corporate member gets two slots in
terms of attendance, receipt of
publications, etc but the company itself
does not get a vote.
We encourage other company members
will join as individual members
Corporate members would belong to a
branch.
The branch pays national the equivalent
of two members, which is the number of
people national would have to service.
Corporate memberships have to clearly
support the aims of the NAC and be
approved by our Branch Board on a caseby-case basis.
Our branch will retain the funds but we
commit to spending these funds in
support of National goals.

Ottawa Branch is leading NAC National in
this regard. Other branches are watching
and evaluating our progress before
undertaking to sign up Corporate Members.
CREATING A LARGER, UNIFIED TENT
Canada needs an organization,
representing all naval constituencies, which
can speak with authority in support of our
Navy. At the present time there are a number
of naval-oriented organizations spread across
the country, each addressing a narrowly
specific constituency. In common they share
the characteristics of a declining membership
and limited reach in terms of influencing
policy and educating Canadians.
The Air Force Association, on the
other hand, claims to speak on behalf of
10,000+ members. We similarly need a naval
association which can bring together all
those interested in the future of the RCN.
4

The NAC as presently constituted is in
effect an association of associations not
unlike the Conference of Defence
Associations. Only branches can vote and
the Board of Directors is composed of branch
nominees plus association officers. This
structure would seem to be conducive to
accepting other organizations 'into the tent'
as members of our national organization.
A list of such related associations
includes [there are perhaps more] CNAG,
SAOC, UNTD, VENTURE, C&POs, RCNA,
WHITE ENSIGN, NAVAL VETERANS,
WRENS, QUART, and NLOC.
Some suggestions as to how this would
work:




Associations such as CNAG would join
the national NAC as members
equivalent to our present branches.
Each member association would have
one vote - again identical to existing
branches.
As is the case for the Conference of
Defence Associations, NAC member
associations would pay a set annual
fee. Services would only be provided
to the association itself rather than
individual members, and it would be
up to that association to dispense the
service -- for example distribution of
STARSHELL.

This is of course is a work-in-progress.
Your ideas are solicited.
As for corporate memberships our Branch
is again leading the thinking on this
approach. In due course, National will make
the final decision as to how other
organizations are handled.
OUR SPEAKERS’ PROGRAM
Our monthly speaker's night is a
major focus of our program as we try to
understand where the RCN is going and
translate that into how we might help. Two
years ago we focused on 'Our Ships' and
several of our members influenced the
development of what is now known as the
NSPS. Last year we turned our attention to
'Our People' and were fortunate to have key
individuals from CMS staff bring us up-toSoundings November 2011
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date on what is happening, especially as to
how our Navy will deal with the challenges
such as those created by the frigate update
process. At our October meeting Cmdre John
Newton, DG Naval Personnel, helped close
out last year's „Our People‟ program.
This year our focus is on 'Payload' (ie,
C4I) as we look at how we as Canadians
should develop the combat capability of our
ships, and the approach we propose to take
is as follows:







Look at how the Navy got to where it is
(or soon will be) in terms of Payload.
Bring in industry representatives to
discuss their overall plans to develop
and support payload in Canada and
into the future.
Look at what might be done
particularly with regard to the
Canadian Surface Combatant (CSC)
program – the Tribal and Halifax
replacement.
Formulate our position as to what can
be done to create a Payload policy, and
to publicize its importance to the Navy
and to Canada.



For our 6th February meeting (as is
customary, we won‟t have a meeting in
January) we hope VAdm Paul
Maddison, Comd RCN, can join us to
discuss his vision of a strategic
concept for the RCN and how this fits
an overall CF Strategic Concept, what
is the RCN expecting from the JSS and
AOPS programs - number of ships and
when, how will they be manned,
operated, and for the longer term
consider the viability of the CSC
program and how does he see a
Payload policy developing [or not].
Adm Maddison‟s talk is, however,
subject to re-scheduling.



On 5th March we will invite Janet
Thorsteinson, VP CADSI, and VAdm
[Ret'd] Peter Cairns, President
Shipbuilding Association of Canada
(SAC), to address the Branch as to the
shipbuilding and payload industries'
take on the NSPS. What are the
problems, what can be done to develop
Canadian sources?



Because of the National AGM being
held in Ottawa next year (2012), our
final speaker's meeting for the season
is scheduled for 2nd April. It will be a
panel conducted in the 'Davos Model'
composed of government, Navy and
industry representatives.



We are also planning our next Super
Wednesday! to be held at noon on
Wednesday, 25th April, so please
mark your calendars.



Our next Branch AGM is scheduled
for 7th May 2012. If there aren't
issues which will require discussion
we will invite Cmdre Pat Finn to speak
as to where we are with the
industry/navy working together in
developing a Canadian Payload
infrastructure capable of supporting
the Navy's needs.

For the remainder of the year we expect to
book speakers and address the issues as
follows:




On 7th November Capt(N) Casper
Donovan, DMRS, will provide an
overview of where the RCN is headed
for the next 40 years and what will be
its concept of operations, what types
of ships are needed and/or what will
happen with existing ships, what are
the general characteristics
requirements for these ships and what
Payload capabilities are needed, and
when.
At our 5th December meeting we will
invite the NSPS leader to discuss
where we are in the ship procurement
process and get his assessment
regarding how Payload fits into the
NSPS going forward.
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These are proposals - if you have other
ideas as to what issues we should address or
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speakers who might be more appropriate
please let me know. At this stage only
Capt(N) Donovan's presentation is confirmed.
We are also working on the National
Conference program and would welcome
ideas as to speakers and topics.
THE NEXT FEW MONTHS
The next few months will continue to
be busy as we expand our horizons to
incorporate new goals especially in the area
of Naval Affairs. In the arena of membership
we will focus on further expanding our base
of serving members and senior NCOs.
I would like to stress once again that
new efforts such as this are not being taken
at the expense of the camaraderie which is a
linchpin of NAC. Our expanded membership
is already enriching the social aspects of our

Branch and we look forward to expanding
camaraderie - the Admirals attending our fall
function expressed how they enjoyed seeing
so many old friends and mentors.
HOW ARE WE DOING?
A lot has been accomplished in the
past few months and we expect to be as busy
in the future. There are many tasks,
particularly with regard to the National
Conference, that would benefit from
additional participation. Whether or not you
get involved should you have an opinion [not
that Naval types hold opinions...] please
speak up -- I appreciate all the input we
receive. Whether we agree or are able to act
on your suggestions, they do affect the way
we look at things. S

==========SSS==========

Those Who So Bravely Served
By Bob Wootton
There were many who sailed the ocean
blue,
Manning the warships of World War Two,
Watch on watch, their hours were long,
Bravely weathered the Atlantic storms,
Survivors of the war at sea,
Many who, I note, as of late,
Have been crossing the bar, to the pearly
gates
May they rest in peace
As they join the 1797
Who by the war‟s end were in heaven,
Those heroes, so many mess mates
Who wore square rig, some danced the jig
Who learned Morse Code and
Semaphore,
They manned the ASDICS, and the
Sonar,
Searching for the submarines
That sank so many ships at sea,
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They fired depth charges and hedgehog,
Fired pom poms, sometimes eyes agog,
27 U boat sinkings were logged
By HMC Ships, whose numbers would
grow
So at war‟s end, the R.C.N. was the
world‟s third largest, you know.
Serving sometimes in corvettes,
The “esprit de corps” lives on yet
Among those who serve in the R.C.N.
And not to forget the many WRENS
Who likewise are slipping away these
days
Who enabled more men to serve at sea,
Fight the war, enjoy a tot of rum each
day,
The then traditional navy way…
May they too Rest in Peace,
That‟s not to forget the merchant seamen
And there were so many more of them…S
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One
Navy…
One
Voice…
One
Message for Canadians
NAC AGM and Naval Conference
at the
Lord Elgin Hotel
and National Arts Centre
Ottawa, Ontario
May 31st – June 3rd
2012
Hosted by:
Naval Association of Canada – Ottawa

Accommodations and Meetings:
Lord Elgin Hotel
(Great room rate $169)
Naval Conference Venue:
National Arts Centre (NACentre)
PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE:
Thursday May 31st (Lord Elgin)
Evening: Check-in and
National Executive Meeting
Friday June 1st (NACentre)
All Day: Conference
Evening: Conference Reception
Saturday June 2nd (Lord Elgin)
Morning/Afternoon: BOD and AGM
Afternoon: Social Program
Evening: President’s Reception and Dinner
Sunday June 3rd (Lord Elgin)
Morning: Up Spirits and Departure
Spouses/Partner Program
To Be Announced
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AHOY THERE!

It’s time to mark your 2012
calendars with your participation in the
NAC Annual General Meeting and Naval
Conference. The AGM and Conference will
have a new look and a new passion for
making your visit to Ottawa a great
experience. We have secured a very good
room rate of $169 at the Lord Elgin. And
there’s so much to see and do in your
capital!
In particular, the naval conference
at the National Arts Centre will follow on
from CADSI’s annual CANSEC conference
(May 30th – May 31st) in Ottawa, and our
conference will be a threshold event for
NAC. Senior and important speakers will
be combined with a crucial message in
support of the Navy’s future. Among other
initiatives substantial corporate
sponsorship is being pursued. The intent is
to launch the conference as the first in a
series of high-profile, annual opportunities
for NAC to bring naval issues to the
forefront in Canadian public and political
affairs.
Our new national web site will soon
be up and running. When it is, you will be
informed and you will be able to access the
latest AGM and Conference program and
registration form. Stay tuned! In the
meantime the organizers will be using email
notices to keep you up to speed.
Ottawa Branch AGM and Conference
Coordinator:
Tom DeWolf
613 821-6262 tdewolf@sympatico.ca
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“Fair Winds and Following Seas”
HMCS Ottawa
Pacific Deployment 2011
By SLt Robert Kerr
Bridge Watchkeeper and Public Affairs Officer, HMCS Ottawa (All photos DND)

On 29 August 30, 2011, under a large
white awning on HMCS Ottawa‟s flight deck,
Japanese Naval Forces Commander Admiral
Masahiko Sugimoto spoke to a captivated
crowd. Members of HMCS Ottawa, Japanese
Ship Kirisame, as well as many distinguished
political and industry leaders listened to
Admiral Sugimoto speak to the benevolence,
professionalism and common goals between
the two nations, as Ottawa marked the
conclusion of her port visit in Tokyo, and
Westploy mission with a reception on her
flight deck.
8

For the ship and her company who,
twelve short months ago sat alongside in
Esquimalt unable to sail, the setting was
somewhat surreal. Nonetheless, Ottawa is
now once again at sea, doing what ships are
built to do, and conducting the business of
Canada abroad after an incredibly busy
work, trials and training period. Indeed, the
past year for Ottawa was full of activity,
beginning with her Restricted Readiness
Inspections (RRIs) in the fall of 2010.
For a ship such as Ottawa who moved
through a comprehensive overhaul period in
Soundings November 2011
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drydock known as a Docking Work Period
(DWP), RRIs marked a major step in the
Tiered Readiness Program (TRP). The TRP is
designed to get a ship and her crew ready to
proceed to sea, and undertake assigned
missions. RRIs certifies a ship to be „Safe at
Sea‟, took place in the autumn of 2010, and
consisted of 4 days at sea followed by a port
visit in Seattle, WA. RRIs was the first time
Ottawa had sailed in 19 months, and the
crew was quickly put to the test with
unannounced drills around the clock
including fires, floods, bomb threats and
force protection exercises. After a long two
weeks including re-ammunitioning, the ship
returned alongside to Esquimalt for another
work period and Christmas leave for the
ship‟s company.
The new calendar year not only
marked the end of a leave period but also the
start of the trial period of the TRP. Trials
gave the ship an opportunity to prove
systems such as steering, propulsion,
degaussing and sound dampening systems
correct, and to rectify any problems prior to
sailing for Workups. After another short
period of fault repair alongside, Ottawa set
sail in April 2011 for Workups and Exercise
Trident Fury 11 (ETF11).
Workups marks the
final phase in a ship‟s
TRP, and consists of a 5
week program including 1
week alongside in lectures.
The sea-going portion is
designed with a full
spectrum of scenarios to
test the ship‟s ability to
safely „float, fight and
move‟. The Workups
phase culminates with a
final 48 hour assessment
period where all areas of
the ship‟s abilities are
tested in a scenario.
During this time, among
other things, entire areas
of the ship become lost to
„battle damage‟, forcing the
crew to find innovative
solutions in a simulated operational
environment. To assist in providing this level
Soundings November 2011

of reality and simulated operations, Workups
coincided with ETF11, a joint CanadianAmerican exercise off the west coast of
Vancouver Island.
ETF11 saw HMC Ships Ottawa,
Winnipeg, Protecteur and Algonquin operating
with the American Ticonderoga Class Cruiser
USS Lake Erie, as well as the Victoria Class
submarine HMCS Corner Brook in her westcoast debut. The exercise was a huge
success as a result of hard work from all
participants, and a very demanding schedule
consisting of both live and simulated
weapons firings day and night. Workups and
ETF11 concluded with a change of plans,
however. Instead of the anticipated port visit
in San Francisco, the ship‟s company was
informed that Ottawa‟s next task would
commence less than three weeks following
the completion of Workups, and consist of a
4 ½ month deployment to Australia and the
Western Pacific.
Under a sunny sky, the next
adventure for Ottawa began on 6 June 2011
as she left Esquimalt Harbour bound for
Sydney, Australia via Hawaii and American
Samoa. The transit took slightly less than a
month, and the crew enjoyed one and three

HMCS Ottawa underway in the Coral Sea in
Talisman Sabre 11.
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days ashore along the way in Pearl Harbour
and Pago Pago respectively. Following 5 days
alongside in Sydney, Ottawa left on a quiet
Saturday morning in July bound for the
Coral Sea to take part in Exercise Talisman
Sabre 11 (TS11).
Talisman Sabre is a biennial military
exercise whose primary purpose is to train
Allied forces in the planning and conduct of
various task force operations. This allows
army, navy and air force personnel to
improve combat readiness and
interoperability on a variety of missions
including conventional conflict,
peacekeeping, and humanitarian assistance
efforts. This year, in
addition to 14,000
American and 8,500
Australian personnel,
HMCS Ottawa was
fortunate enough to be able
to take part in this exciting
exercise. Ottawa was the
only military asset outside
of the US and Australia to
have been invited to
participate and it proved to
be an invaluable training
experience for all of the
ship‟s company. Other
units participating in TS11
included Her Majesty‟s
Australian Ships Perth,
Ballarat, Sirius, Sydney and
Newcastle. Among the
American vessels contributing to the exercise
were USS Fitzgerald and USS McCampbell,
as well as replenishment ships USNS John
Ericsson, and USNS Richard E. Byrd. Also
present was the American Los Angeles Class
submarine USS Albuquerque, which often
acted as one of the formidable enemy forces
throughout the exercise.
Overall, TS11 was well organized, well
executed, and presented numerous training
opportunities for all sailors aboard Ottawa.
This was the first time many of the crew had
been to the southern hemisphere, and the
adventure was both exciting and valuable.
Following the a transit of the Great Barrier
Reef and a brief two day fuel stop in Darwin,
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Australia, Ottawa continued west toward
Singapore, the Republic of Korea and Japan.
Singapore marked the first of three
particularly unique port visits during the
trip. For the first time in over a year, the
awning was dusted off and assembled as
Ottawa‟s flight deck and hangar were quickly
transformed. In an incredibly short time, the
ship was filled with refreshments, food and
guests for the first Westploy reception. The
reception and port visit in general were both
a great success. Ottawa then made her way
north to Busan, South Korea, along the way
operating as part of the George Washington
Carrier Strike Group in the Gulf of Thailand.

HMCS Ottawa and USS John S. McCain as
part of the USS George Washington Carrier
Strike Group.
The four-day port visit in Busan,
Korea also started off with a function
onboard, which was the first of many
engagements Ottawa participated in.
Through sporting events, ship‟s tours, paying
visits to local orphanages and a wreath
laying ceremony in honour of fallen
Canadian soldiers in Korea, the port visit was
a cultural eye-opener and a moving
experience for everyone involved. When all
was said and done the ship once again set
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sail and arrived in Tokyo,
Japan two days later.
Tokyo, much like
Busan, was a very busy yet
very rewarding port for
Ottawa. Along with raising
over $7000 for victims of the
2011 Tohoku earthquake,
Ottawa competed in many
sporting events as well as
hosting and attending
receptions, meetings and
tours. Numerous events
presented wonderful
opportunities for both
Japanese and Canadian
sailors to express themselves,
share in cultural experiences
and find common ground to
stand on. The final day in
Tokyo illustrated this common ground, as
sailors from HMCS Ottawa and JS Kirisame
socialized on Ottawa‟s flight deck in the final
multinational gathering of Westploy 2011.

HMCS Ottawa in company with USS
Fitzgerald and USS McCampbell in Talisman
Sabre 11.
Admiral Sugimoto‟s concluding words
seemed fitting to the ship‟s companies of two
different warships from two very different
countries. However no matter how different
they are, no matter how many thousands of
miles separate the two groups of sailors,
their common background became
abundantly clear as the Admiral raised his
glass that night:
“Fair winds and following seas,
Ottawa.” he said, as the evening drew to a
close.
Soundings November 2011

Mr. Robert Fonsberg, Deputy Minister of
Defence, arrives on board Ottawa in Tokyo,
greeted by the ship‟s captain, Cdr Jon Allsop
and the Commander Canadian Fleet Pacific,
Cmdre Peter Ellis.
For the crew aboard Ottawa, Admiral
Sugimoto‟s words illustrated the success of
the ship‟s mission in the Pacific Ocean, as
well as acknowledging the many challenges
the ship and her company had overcome
during the past year to get there. Ottawa
departed Tokyo the following morning under
escort of Kirisame bound for Canada via
Hawaii and California. The remaining leg
will take 6 weeks and consist of operations
with the United States Navy off the West
Coast before returning home to Esquimalt in
mid-October. S
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Sea Memories – Part Two
By Jake Freill
Part One of Jake’s memoir was published in the Spring
2011 edition of Soundings. When we left him, Jake was
in his late thirties, a commander in command of HMCS
St Laurent, and having the time of his life. Look for
Part Three in the next edition. Jake has asked me to
note that, “The encounter with HMS Conqueror
mentioned in Part One took place in June ’72, not
July”.

Our next trip was up to the Arctic in
company with Protecteur, Yukon, and Fraser
for NORPLOY 72.
“Sally” was delayed sailing because of
mechanical problems, and we just made
sailing under the wire by a day, eventually
sailing on Saturday, August 5th. The
following Tuesday we met with the fleet and
exercised with the submarine Onandaga for
the next few days. Later, while Yukon went to
Greenland, we went to a Quebec community
called Koratac. It was a small Inuit
settlement at the northern tip of Quebec on
the western side of Ungava Bay.

a huge school for the locals. In the meantime
the feds ran a much smaller school. Most of
the children went to the fed school and the
provincial school sat almost empty. While
there, I heard that the two administrators
didn‟t get along with each other so I decided
to invite both of them to dinner onboard.
That went off reasonably well and they both
did a lot of talking to each other. It was clear
that the province was trying very hard to win
the hearts of the Inuit and push the feds
aside. At the time it still looked as if the feds
were winning that battle.
The next morning, August 15th, we
invited the whole community onboard for
games and lunch. The kids were all happygo-lucky with great big smiles and they
enjoyed shooting rifles and eating hot dogs.
Most of them were sharp-shooters.
About 1800 on the night before we
were scheduled to leave we noticed a whole
river of Hudson Bay 1st year ice, about 8 feet
thick, moving rapidly down Hudson Strait
just to the north of our anchorage.

Pack ice pushing Sally towards the beach.
Jake (right) and a ship‟s officer at the Koratac
post office.
Our visit to this community was very
interesting. They had both federal and
provincial administrators. The Quebec
government had brought electricity and built
12

A short time later we noticed that the
river of ice had changed direction and was
heading straight for our anchorage. I realized
immediately that if I didn‟t get out of there in
a hurry the ice would probably push the ship
on the beach. We came to “immediate notice
for steam” and weighed anchor.
Soundings November 2011
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Unfortunately the anchor was fouled with a
big chunk of coral so I had to send a boat
away to try and lift it clear. By this time the
ship was surrounded by fast moving ice. I
launched the helicopter to help find leads in
the ice.
This they did quite successfully. It
took 5 hours before we could get to open
water in the Strait. Thank God for the help of
the helicopter because that ice moving at the
rate it was could have easily pushed the ship
on the beach. After recovering the helicopter
I had the crew to my cabin for a welldeserved “wet”. It was a good way to
celebrate my 39th birthday. Better to
celebrate it in Hudson Strait than on the
beach.
The next day was spent in the Strait
dodging growlers and bergy bits in low
visibility during snow squalls. On Thursday
we were in 90% pack ice again. This time we
were in Frobisher Bay, again using the
helicopter to find leads in the ice. I had to
push through ridge ice to move up as close to
Frobisher so as to embark the Commissioner
of the Northwest Territories, Stuart Hodgson,
and General Ramsey Withers by helicopter.

Jake (centre) with General Withers (left) and
Commissioner Hodgson.
At the time, General Withers was
Commander, Northern Command and flew
his flag in Yellowknife. The transfer went off
Soundings November 2011

well and they were embarked by helicopter at
1455. Both brought their personal flags with
them and we flew them the whole time they
were embarked.
We had a mess dinner in their honour
that night and then we all attended a ship‟s
company concert in the hangar which went
off very well. The next morning I was
supposed to land them at Port Burwell,
which was an Innu settlement island off the
northern tip of Labrador. Because of fog and
heavy rafted ice caused by a NW wind, we
were unable to approach Port Burwell from
the west. Hodgson suggested I try the east
side. When we got there we were still in fog
but the ice wasn‟t as heavy. We eventually
found a safe anchorage and anchored. With
the fog and ice I wasn‟t too keen on sending
them in to Port Burwell in the boat. The
Commissioner assured me that all would be
okay as the Inuk who had come with him
knew the area well and would act as a guide.
I relented and sent the boat to Burwell with
Commissioner Hodgson and General
Withers.
They went with a 2-way radio and the
ship was to attempt to track their progress
on radar. It wasn‟t long
before we lost them in the ice
floes on radar but I wasn‟t
too concerned because they
had their Inuk guide with
them. Finally they radioed
back to the ship that they
couldn‟t make any further
progress because of the ice
and they had let the Inuk out
because he wanted to walk
in. They were 12 miles from
Port Burwell. It just
happened that a Navy tracker
based at Frobisher for the
summer with our senior
officer, Commodore Collier,
onboard overheard the
conversation between the
boat and the ship. They were able to locate
the boat and I sent our helicopter out to
guide the boat back to the ship. When the
helicopter approached the boat
Commissioner Hodgson requested the pilot
hoist them out of the boat and take them to
13
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Burwell. He absolutely had to see the
Administrator there. The pilot relayed that
request back to me and I approved it subject
to a final decision by the pilot. All were
hoisted into the helicopter and proceeded to
land at Burwell. In the meantime the boat
made it safely back to the ship. When the
helicopter returned them to the ship the
Commissioner had several buckets of stone
carvings brought up to my cabin and sent
150 pounds of Arctic Char to the galley. He
said there was at least one carving for every
member of the ship‟s company and then
some. He then spread them on the carpet

have a clue how to get the boat to Burwell
once they got into heavy fog and ice.
During the night the ship was
supposed to transit Gabriel Strait but we
were prevented from doing so because of the
ice and waited until light when the helicopter
could be launched to lead us through. At
1000 the helicopter returned the
Commissioner and General Withers to
Frobisher. It was the end of a very pleasant
visit. I was most impressed with both
Canada‟s representatives in the North. Other
than sighting more icebergs, the trip back to
Halifax was uneventful.
Sally enroute home, August
„72

and got down on his hands and knees and
picked out a number of the best ones which
he said were for me. Then in order by rank
every member of the ship‟s company came to
my cabin a picked out a carving. The
Commissioner wanted everyone to have
something to remind him of his trip to the
NWT, especially since most of them never got
a chance to go ashore while they were there.
He then told me that his Inuk guide didn‟t
14

While on the trip
north I took several slide
pictures and I was invited to
show the slides on the 6 PM
CBC news right after the 7th
Game between the Soviet
Union and Canada when
Henderson scored the
winning goal.- As a result a
lot of Haligonians were still
watching television when I
showed my slides.
It was about this
time that Tex Thomas
relieved John MacIntosh as
X.O.
Sally‟s next trip was
to Europe in the fall in
company with Fraser and
Yukon. I had invited Jim
Crist to come with me but
he was sick and couldn‟t
make. Joe Jefferies (Area
sea cadet officer when I was
a sea cadet) was available so he accepted my
invitation. Joe arrived on the Sunday flight
from Trenton. When I brought him to the
ship he mentioned that he was disappointed
to see my sailors in “those green suits”. To
keep him busy I put him in the 2nd OOW
rotation. He endeared himself to the ship‟s
company.
We were sent over to act as targets for
the RN‟s Perisher Course. All captains of
Soundings November 2011
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submarines must pass the course if they
want to command a submarine. I guess the
reason we were there was that Canadian
submariners also participated in the course
and we had to provide our share of targets.
After that duty we paid a short visit to
Amsterdam. I took Joe out to a night club
while we were there and the poor fellow took
a spill when he didn‟t see a step in the
darkened club. Fortunately he didn‟t break
any bones. We then returned to the Irish Sea
off Scotland for more Perisher time. While
there I got the ship as close to Prestwick
airport as I could and landed Joe so that he
could catch his service flight that I had
arranged for him back to Canada. It was very
dark and pouring rain as I said good-bye to
him on the quarterdeck. He had a tear in his
eye and thanked me for his “trip of a lifetime”
and whispered in my ear, “Even in green
suits they are still sailors”.
He made it safely back to Toronto and
sent Leonne a nice letter about his trip.
The ship then went to Liverpool for a
four-day visit. It was a great visit; the ship‟s
company loved the place.
I took the opportunity to rent a car
and drive to the Hunter‟s Rest in Clutton Hill
to visit the Povahs, my landlords in London
while I was at RNC Greenwich. They had sold
the Old Vicarage in Streatham Hill and
bought this lovely pub. Reg had been asking
me for years to go and run
his pub for half the year
and make lots of money. It
was in riding country so he
said Shirley would love the
place.
I went into the pub
and sat at the bar. Marjorie
Povah came over and asked
what I would like. I ordered
a pint of bitters and as I
opened my mouth she
screamed “Jake! What are
you doing here?” I said that
I had come to see them. We
had a lovely evening
together and after the pub
closed we retired to their
quarters when I asked her if
she would mind if I invited
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Reg to come back with me to Halifax. It didn‟t
take her long to agree and plans were made
for him to accompany me back to Liverpool
the next morning. We had one evening in
Liverpool and I was made an honorary
member of the “Clubship Landfall” Liverpool.
It was a private pub in a World War 2
landing craft berthed in the harbour.
I was a bit late asking the Admiral‟s
permission to embark Reg and after leaving
Liverpool I got the approval back with a note
that said, next time I should ask before I
sailed.
Reg had what he called, “The first
holiday in my life”. For the first time in a long
time he had nothing to do, no telephone, no
mail, no customers and three excellent meals
a day. He took the opportunity to read
several books including “The Winds of War”.
On our last day out, completely relaxed, he
said, “Jake now I know why you don‟t want
to come in partnership with me in The
Hunter‟s Rest”.
He spent two days with us in Halifax
before he flew back to UK. He had bought a
small toy steam engine in Liverpool and had
a great time playing with it with the boys. He
had taken a few rolls of film during his trip
and sent me copies which unfortunately got
lost in the mail. When I next saw him he
wondered if I had ever received them because
he hadn‟t heard. They just disappeared.
It was about this
time that I got word that
Sally would be placed in
Cat C reserve and I was to
transfer to Assiniboine,
presently in Cat C and take
her to Montreal for a short
refit.
We ended our cycle
in Sally with a formal Ball.
It wasn‟t a popular idea at
first but eventually the
thing caught on and most
of the ship‟s company
attended. We had cocktails
in the hangar and then
went off to Dalhousie
University for the dinner
and dance. S
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Remember
By Pat Barnhouse

Active Members
Ernest Sheppard BAKER, Commodore(E), CD**, RCN(Ret‟d). In Halifax 14/09/11 at 88.
Robert CONWAY, Instructor Lieutenant Commander, CD*, RCN(Ret‟d). In Ottawa
17/05/11 at 81.
William Arthur EDGE, Lieutenant, RCNVR(Ret‟d). In Ottawa 01/08/11 at 90.
Graham Wilfrid Burgess WAGLAND, Commander(E), CD**, RCN(Ret‟d). In Ottawa
30/09/11 at 82.

Others Known to Members
Shibly Joseph Cosra ABELA, Lieutenant, RCN(R)(Ret‟d). In Ottawa 04/08/11 at 71.
Donald Ballantyne BARRY, Lieutenant Commander(E), RCNVR(Ret‟d). In Ottawa
07/07/11.
Robert BROCKLEY, Lieutenant Commander, CD**, RCN(Ret‟d). In Ottawa 27/04/11 at
75.
Peter J. B. COCK, Lieutenant Commander, RCNVR(Ret‟d). In Ottawa 29/07/11 at 92.
Leslie Arthur FITCH, Lieutenant*, CD**, RCN(Ret‟d). In Ottawa 10/08/11 at 97.
(Former Member Ottawa Branch)
Andrew Barry Crawfurd (Tony) GERMAN, Commander(G), CD*, RCN(Ret‟d). In Port
Hope 12/07/11 at 86. (Former Member Ottawa Branch)
Roy Hemmingway KINBURN, Lieutenant Commander(P), RN(Ret‟d). In Ottawa
27/07/11 at 90.
Donald Douglas McKERCHER, Surgeon Lieutenant, RCNVR(Ret‟d). In Ottawa
17/08/11 at 90.
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Deep Sea Salvage Tug Pacific
Sentinel (ex-Zwarte Zee IV)
Completes Basin Trials
By Fred Herrndorf
NAC Ottawa has its share of members
who have unique talents. One of these is
model builder Mike Young, who has
constructed a very fine 1:90 scale model of
the iconic Dutch deep sea salvage tug MV
Zwarte Zee IV (Black Sea IV), which he has
renamed MV Pacific Sentinel.
On Friday afternoon, September 9th,
2011, Pacific Sentinel, in nearly complete
form passed basin trials in the main pond in
Andrew Haydon Park in "sea state 4"

conditions. Finishing details will be added
over the next few months to make ready for
full operations in the spring.
The Pacific Sentinel model was
constructed from a Danish Billings Boats
Model Boat Kit B592 for Radio Control with
dimensions of: Length 90cm; Beam 15.5cm;
and Height 37.5cm, with an ABS Hull and a
wooden super structure. She is powered by a
6-volt DC motor made by Robbe of Germany
supplied from a 4.5 ampere hours gel
battery.
The original M.V. Zwarte Zee IV was
built in 1963 by J & K Smits Scheepswerven
N.V. at Kinderdijk, the Netherlands with
dimensions of: Length 77.55m;
Beam 12.35m; Draught 6.9m; and a
displacement of 1,539 tons. At the time she
was one of the most powerful tugs in the
world with two Smit MAN diesels generating
9,000 hp driving a single shaft at 18 knots.
She had a bollard pull of 73 tons.
Mike has two other projects under
construction, a model of a Liberty Ship
Pacific Trader in 1:96 scale and a model of
Canada's famed Tribal Class Destroyer
HMCS Haida which will be finished as HMCS
Cayuga, in a 1:350 scale. Mike served as the
Navigating Officer of HMCS Cayuga.
[See a related story on page 21. Ed.] S
MV Pacific Sentinel on trial.

==========SSS==========
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS)
By Fred Herrndorf
NAC Ottawa has been a long-time,
generous supporter of efforts to counter ALS
or Lou Gehrig‟s disease. In recent times the
disease has taken Gordon Myer and Helen
Brown, the wife of Colin Brown, and LtCdr.
Christian Douglas Hatch (Royal Roads '93).
Our walk is dedicated to their memories. We
shall not forget!
This year the ALS Walk D‟Feet was
held on Saturday, June 18, 2011 at the War
Museum and consisted of a 5km walk along
the western Parkway.
Soundings November 2011

Allan and Pat Brookbank, Jim
Cummings, Jeff Langevin, Len Forrest,
John Nash, Tim Porter, Paul Roquet,
Hewat Richardson and Gene Weber
generously sponsored Elizabeth and Fred
Herrndorf in their participation in the ALS
Walk D'Feet.
Eleven hundred persons participated,
and they raised $125,000 for ALS Research
(40%) and Patient Care (60%). Bravo Zulu to
NAC Ottawa members for their continued
support ($230). This year the 2011 ALS Walk
D‟Feet was also dedicated to the daughter-inlaw of Paul and Carol Godbout, Sari
Godbout, who is currently fighting the
ravages of ALS.
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The ALS Walk encountered an
unusual obstacle this year, in the form of a
bicycle rider Ms. Sandra Bender, who in a
letter to the Ottawa Citizen on June 27, 2011
related that the "Behaviour of ALS charity
walkers was inexcusable" in that she was
forced to ride on the grass, because ALS
walkers did not get off the Bicycle/Walk
path.
The ALS Ontario, Communications
and Marketing Manager, Kathryn Dunmore
issued an apology in the Citizen June 29,
2011 and Lianne Johnston, the local ALS

Champlain Region Manager attempted to
contact Ms. Bender and offer her apologies,
but to no avail.
As a result of Ms. Bender's letter to
the Ottawa Citizen, the National Capital
Commission (NCC) has decreed that in future
the path has to be closed when the walk
takes place, for which the ALS Society has to
pay a substantial fee.
It is hoped that this problem can be
resolved, so that this worthy fundraising
cause is not curtailed. S

Super Wednesday!
Semi-Annual NAC Ottawa
Lunchtime Reception

vision for the future, and offered full support
to our organization as a whole.
Please now allow me to review how we
arrived at the Super Wednesday (lunchtime)
Event. As you well know, improving
participation at these semi-annual events
has remained an important priority to the
Board and indeed to all our members, as
these receptions continue to represent an
ideal opportunity to meet new arrivals and
indeed a great venue to socialize with all of
our membership.
With the preceding comments in mind, we
initiated a survey last July seeking your
feedback on how we could improve
participation at these events.
Notwithstanding the rather poor timing of
this survey, many of you responded and
offered that a lunchtime function would work
best given that:

==========SSS==========

By Jay Plante
I am honoured to have joined your
Board of Directors at such an important time
in our Branch history, a period that will
hopefully see an expanding association and
indeed increased participation and interest in
both the social and more formal events. As a
former submarine, ship and squadron
commanding officer, I fully appreciate the
immense value of the camaraderie and
mutual support that exists within our naval
family, and the national voice we can
occasionally bring to bear in the spirit of
better supporting our Navy. To this end,
socializing as a group should remain an
important priority in our books.
I am pleased to report that our
September 28th Super Wednesday! proved
highly successful with attendance sitting
near or just over one hundred participants.
Our honoured guests invited to acknowledge
our proposed revised branch name included
Vice-Admiral Bruce Donaldson, Vice-Chief
Defence Staff, Vice-Admiral Paul Maddison,
Commander RCN, Rear-Admiral Mark
Norman, Deputy Commander RCN,
Captain(N) Serge Bertrand, Special Advisor
to Commander RCN, and Captain(N) Simon
Page, President HMCS Bytown. All have
expressed unconditional support to our new,
more inclusive branch name, endorsed our
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Traffic is much easier to handle at
lunchtime in downtown Ottawa than
at peak evening hours;



Commuting to and from Bytown would
always occur during daylight hours;
and



Participation of government officials,
whom we may consider inviting from
time to time, as well as participation of
those of us still at work in the Ottawa
area, would be more easily
accommodated on our respective
calendars.
Soundings November 2011
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Again and in the spirit of improving
participation, the choice of Wednesday as the
preferred day of week proved particularly
simple given that our seniors enjoy free bus
service in Ottawa on Wednesdays and that in
any case many of our members routinely
take advantage of the open mess policy on
this day.

Accordingly and for planning purposes,
you may well wish to mark your calendars
for next year‟s Super Wednesdays planned
on the last Wednesday of April and
September. In calendar terms, next year‟s
semi-annual receptions will be held at
lunchtime on Wednesday, April 25th and
Wednesday, September 26th 2012 at HMCS
Bytown. S

==========SSS==========
From Sub-Lieutenant Down
Part 17
By Ted White
[This appears to be Ted‟s last kick at the cat
for Soundings. Many thanks, Ted, for
keeping us warmly entertained, and for the
insights into life and career in the post-war
RCN. Your sea stories will be sorely missed.
Ed.]
Fond memories of our formative years as
young officers can be characterized in the
great numbers of minor, mostly humorous
incidents, that we all lived through, by merely
going the 'nothing ventured--nothing gained'
route. Herein are selected vignettes from the
'fifties, reflecting our life and times.

Living and Learning
Education should be as gradual as the
moonrise, perceptible not in progress but in
result.
George John Whyte-Melville 1821-1878

Written 1 October 1954 from my
Midshipman's Journal.
“On Thursday 16th September I arrived
in Halifax, having graduated HMCS Royal
Roads and two years of 'on-the-job' summer
training. I was enroute to HMCS Magnificent,
my first formal appointment. Complying with
the order that I report as quickly as possible,
I set foot on board at the inconvenient hour
of 1700.
Considering this was the first aircraft
carrier I had ever seen, I must admit I was
somewhat awed by my new surroundings, so
much so that I completely forgot SubLieutenant Gallant's name thirty seconds
after being introduced at the brow.
Soundings November 2011

I proceeded to get 'squared away‟."
I now enter the 'postlude' of my Mid's
time with the following extraction from my
Journal.

Written 8 December 1955. A
Midshipman's look-back.
“Attitudes, which directly affected the
life in the wardroom, also opened new
chapters.
In large ships I observed that the
resultant wardroom spirit grew from the
combined personalities of its members;
whereas in the small ships, the morale of the
whole ship is affected considerably by the
personal attributions of the First-Lieutenant
and Captain.
Although a potential Navalair pilot and
being somewhat dubious whether I would
enjoy my small ship time, it did not take me
very long to become convinced that being a
Captain of a small ship is a real challenge
and one that I look forward to, someday.
It is not the same position as in a
large ship where the Captain and Executive
Officer are looked upon as administrators.
There were the tedious and boring
times as well. The excessive sea watches
(with no responsibility), the unworkable
faucets in the shower compartment, the sea
sickness, the stoppages of leave, and the
R.P.C.'s celebrating same. Ammunitioning,
de-ammunitioning ship, six o'clock flashing
(signals, please), P.T., running the 'kitchen
gear' cutters in foreign ports, sometimes
aground, usually within sight of the
Commander and resultant earshot of his
'Whale Island' roar, dropping the OOW
telescope accidentally over the brow,
standing nauseating watches in the engine
spaces (conveniently arranged while in the
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tropics) and every other aspect of any senior
officer's interpretation of the curriculum that
came under the label of Midshipman's
Training.
Oh yes, and don't forget the forced
"taste the tot, Mid, to make sure it‟s not
vinegar…" (all taking place in the stinking
rum locker, umpteen decks below). It may be
a short period in our career but it always
seems long, as a Midshipman.
There is a wonderful human
characteristic that enables one to remember,
most of all, the pleasant highlights of the
past but now even the 'not so pleasant' at the
time incidents bring a good laugh in idle
conversation.
A Midshipman's rank is one of the
most 'in-between-non-responsible positions
ever devised by the service. It is the training
that serves as the base coat for a good paint
job.
I would never have missed being one,
for the world".
I now close my Midshipman's journal.
But, for one repeat, which I had so
much fun at the time and it still brings, upon
reflection, happy tears to my eyes.

Works, 'When were they going to finish the
unsightly project in front of the Guildhall?
To which Public Works responded that it was
under active consideration and would be
completing the said project, just as soon as
they could find the missing, original 'work
order.'
That evening brought a few grins, over
many pints, at the Keppel's Head.
I have now reached my seat in the
'bleachers' and look down on all activities
that I now cannot emulate. I thank the many
who responded with encouragement.
And permit me one last quotation:
Life
Each is given a bag of tools
A shapeless mass
A book of rules
And each must make,
Ere life is flown,
A stumbling-block
Or a stepping-stone.
R.L.Sharpe S

Guest Speaker October 3rd
Cmdre John Newton

"Get it right, Chaps!"
It was tea-time at the RNAS Lee-onSolent Wardroom. Marmite, boiled eggs and
cold racked toast - just pack it in prior to the
night's pub run. There was always the 'Nuffy
[Nuffield] Club' as a later standby for black
mushrooms on toast, after last calls.
A spirited discussion covering 'if you
do it right, one can get away with almost
anything…' drew a challenge pertaining to
infiltrating Portsmouth (Pompey) Public
Works without consequence. The drill was
mounted….
We now move ahead to the following
Sunday in front of the Guildhall…. Public
Works had placed very minor construction
barriers on the far side of the street that did
not interfere with traffic flow. Four workmen
in coverall-boiler suits were opening a 4-foot
square hole through the cobble. A neat pile of
the removed material remained next to the
barriers for the Monday morning rush.
Two weeks later, the weekly press
reported that city council enquired of Public
20

NAC Ottawa President Jim Carruthers
presents Salty Dips Vol 9 to guest speaker
Cmdre John Newton, NDHQ Director General
Naval Personnel, who wrapped the branch‟s
consideration of naval personnel matters with
his interesting and at times provocative views
on the way ahead – both problems and
solutions. S
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HMCS Calgary Model
By Richard Archer

purchased parts, mainly railing stations,
propellers, anchor chains, etc. The crew are
HO train figures which were originally too

Model maker Dan Woodward of
Cannington, ON, abetted by my sister and
brother-in-law in Pefferlaw, ON, has sent me
pictures of his static model of HMCS
Calgary. It is probably 95% scratch-built
and took him about two years to complete.
He does all his work from drawings,
blueprints and photographs.

large. They were cut down at the waist and
knees and repainted look like sailors and
aircrew.”
Besides Calgary, Dan has static
models of HMS Dreadnought and HMCS
Cayuga, in which he served. Pictures of the
Cayuga model can be seen on the web site
http//jproc.ca/cayuga/218_
photos_model.html.
Dan‟s email address is
bwoodward@nexicom.net. S

Dan says, “The model is at scale
1/96 (1/8th inch = 1 foot) with very few
Soundings November 2011
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9/11 Flashback
By Richard Archer
Where were you when you witnessed
the events on September 11th, 2001? As for
myself, I was in Sweden.
I was the executive secretary for
NATO‟s Naval Group 6 on Ship Design, under
the NATO Naval Armaments Group. My job
was to facilitate cooperation in the many
facets of ship design amongst not only NATO
navies but also those of participating
Partners-for-Peace, plus the two nations who
had a relationship with NATO outside
Partners-for-Peace, Russia and Ukraine.
Generally, the members of the group were
senior naval architects, chaired by a naval
architect from the USN.
On this occasion we were being hosted
by one of the Partners-for-Peace, Sweden, at
a resort-cum-conference centre in the
southern part of the country. The location
was chosen to facilitate our visit to the
shipyard and dry dock caves tunnelled deep
into rocky islands. Apparently, we were the
first foreign group to be allowed to enter the
facilities. Very interesting.
On the 11th as our afternoon session
was close to winding down, a member of the
resort staff called the chairman‟s USN
assistant out of the room. The assistant
soon came back in and whispered something
to the Chairman, who blanched. But he
allowed the current presentation to continue
to its conclusion. Only then he announced
that some aircraft had crashed into buildings
in New York.
We all made our way into the lobby
where a TV was showing the Swedish
equivalent of CNN. The hotel staff translated
into English where necessary, but
occasionally the Swedish network took a
direct feed from CNN, including the English
commentary. Knowing that our meeting was
almost finished, the Chairman called the
meeting back to order and we re-entered the
room to complete the agenda. As soon as we
could though, we returned to the TV, and
watched in shock as the buildings collapsed.
The meeting itself was over, but that
night our hosts had scheduled the traditional
social event. It was a visit to a reconstructed
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Viking village, where we heard all about
Viking history and life styles, and also
participated in a contest to see who could be
best at Viking skills, like axe throwing and
fish hook making in a forge. We had a
typical Viking dinner. But of course it was
all dream-like, with the events of the day
weighing heavily on everyone. Personally, I
was worried about NATO Headquarters,
which was an obvious terrorist target.
The next day I flew back to Brussels
on SAS, changing planes in Copenhagen.
After boarding in Copenhagen I of course
succumbed to human nature – I looked
around at my fellow passengers to assess the
risk that the aircraft would be hijacked to fly
into NATO HQ. As luck would have it, there
was indeed a Muslim couple on board, she in
her hijab. They looked innocent enough, but
who knows?
I settled myself down…thinking that
among the victims of 9/11 were Muslims
who would now be the subject of some
serious but natural, ongoing suspicion.
On the 11th, NATO HQ had been
immediately evacuated, but when I returned
to the office, not unexpectedly I detected an
undercurrent of fear in some of my
workmates, and at least concern in many
others. That fall we commenced regular
evacuation drills and even practiced for
armed terrorist incursions. I checked my
escape routes. All windows received antiblast coverings. The only complaint from the
staff occurred when they were shown in
general shots of the HQ by CNN and the like
when the networks were on the premises to
cover emerging news events. From then on
the networks were forbidden to show images
that could identify any staff member.
Another outcome of 9/11 for me was
that for a while I had difficulty in convincing
US representatives to participate in group
meetings in Brussels or elsewhere outside
North America. They had been given the
green light from Pentagon authorities to
refuse to travel by air if they didn‟t want to.
So some of my other fall 2001 meetings
occurred without the Americans, but
gradually we got back to normal.
Now ten years later my memories of
9/11 seem as fresh as ever. S
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Editor is solely responsible for the
contents. Items from Soundings may be
reproduced by other publications providing
credit is given to Soundings, NAC - Ottawa,
or any by-lined author.
Contributions, input, feedback, ideas,
anecdotes,
naval
signals,
trivia,
reminiscences, humour, salty dips, good
and bad news items, comments and letters
to the Editor are welcome and invited.

Naval Association of Canada,
Ottawa
Membership Directory
A Directory is enclosed with each autumn
issue as an aid to our membership.
However, its accuracy depends on how we
are advised about errors, changes and
additions. We now have most members
who are on the Internet and with whom the
Branch can communicate with ease -- a
magnificent
medium
for
the
rapid
movement of information. Please advise
your Membership Chair, Rich Gimblett, of
changes to your email address. When email
messages are bounced you are removed
from the network.
Soundings
This newsletter was founded in 1982. It is
published twice a year, normally in May
and November, reporting on NAC - Ottawa
programs and activities, trends and other
matters of interest to its members. It is
posted on the branch web site.

Return undeliverable address blocks to:
Publications Mail
Naval Association of Canada – Ottawa
Box 505, Station B, Ottawa, ON K1P 5P6
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Submissions
by
email
(preferred),
telephone, mail, fax, CD or memory stick
are welcome. Electronic document files
should be converted to WORD format
before transmission to the Editor. Images
should be in jpeg format. Please remove all
automatic formatting!
Soundings returns in May 2012. Please
send contributions to the Editor by March
31st, 2012.
Mailing Address: Richard Archer, Editor
Soundings, 12 Zokol Crescent, Ottawa,
Ontario, K2K 2K5. Phone/fax: (613) 2709597, or preferably by email at:
richmar.archer@rogers.com.
Production Notes: Soundings is produced
by the Editor using his personal computer
word processor. It is printed commercially
by Postlink Corporation, 101 Innes Park
Way 208, Ottawa, ON K1B 1E3. Phone 613
521-1864, Fax: 613 521-3015 or email to
Leonard Mandel at len@postlink.ca.
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